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Abstract. Users of social networks can be passionate about sharing
their political convictions, art projects, or business ventures. They often
want to direct their social interactions to certain people in order to start
collaborations or to raise awareness about issues they support. However,
users generally have scattered, unstructured information about the characteristics of their audiences, making it difficult for them to deliver the
right messages or interactions to the right people. Existing audiencetargeting tools allow people to select potential candidates based on predefined lists, but the tools provide few insights about whether or not
these people would be appropriate for a specific type of communication.
We introduce an online tool, Hax, to explore instead the idea of using
interactive data visualizations to help people dynamically identify audiences for their different sharing efforts. We provide the results of a
preliminary empirical evaluation that shows the strength of the idea and
points to areas for future research.
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Introduction

Healthy and successful collaborations are fostered through meaningful online
interactions [5]. Users of social networks can create favorable collaborative environments by instigating new conversations, encouraging contributions, and advertising and promoting projects [7]. Participation and action can be encouraged
via postings in an online community. For example, a user can create posts that
invite other community members to view interesting shared content [21]. Perhaps
counterintuitively, making posts to a large group does not necessarily increase
the number of people that engaged with the posted content. Communication research has found that online users receive fewer replies when they share content
with their entire network than they would if they share it instead with a small
targeted audience [4, 16]. Sociological theory on disclosures also establishes that
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people are more likely to be responsive to a request when they feel as though
they have been singled out based on an identification of their unique traits [17].

Fig. 1. Screen shots of Hax’s social spread interface which lets users view the social
groups of their potentially interested audiences.

Many savvy users use different online sharing mechanisms to engage in selective sharing, directing content to specific predefined audiences [14]. These users
first define collections of people with particular interests, and then post content
contextualized so that it is relevant to the interests of the people in each of these
collections. However maintaining up-to-date user collections can be difficult and
time-consuming. This model is especially unsuitable for more dynamic collections, such as those based on the location, social affiliations, or popularity of
the targeted users. For example, the administrators of an online group might
want to target only the most influential users in the women’s rights movement
for promoting their group’s cause, or the organizer of a social rally might only
want to target those community members who are in town on a particular day.
In these cases, predefined collections might be too coarse or include irrelevant
users. Another technique involves selecting individuals to target on-the-fly and
only sharing the content or message to them. This type of behavior allows for a
more dynamic selective sharing experience that is context-driven. We will refer
to this practice as targeted sharing.
Finding the right people at the right time is hard, especially in larger communities where it is difficult for a single user to keep track of every community member’s specific interests and character traits. Previous work in social
recommenders has explored the use of list-based interfaces in which a system
recommends users with a certain expertise or skill set [6, 13]. These systems do
not allow people to easily explore and compare the different characteristics of
the recommended individuals. However, these characteristics can play an impor-
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tant role when deciding whether or not they should be selected for a particular
collaboration or interaction [27].
Interactive visualization tools can enable effective audience targeting by prompting a user to learn about their audience and to understand their different interests. To explore these ideas, we designed Hax 1 . Hax is a tool that provides a query
interface and multiple visualizations to support users in dynamically choosing
audiences for their targeted sharing tasks. We study how users engaged with this
tool in the context of sharing and connecting with an audience in a Facebook
group. Facebook designed groups to facilitate online community-building, and
we can consider each group to be an online community of its own [1]. Fig. 1
presents a screen shot of one of Hax’s visualizations for targeting audiences
within a Facebook group.
The contributions of this work are:
– A novel system for discovering and visualizing the shared interests of an
online group or community;
– A novel system for visualizing the spatial-temporal constraints of people;
– A novel system for visualizing the social spread of people;
– A novel system for targeting audiences on-the-fly based on a thematic task
or project;
– Providing a better understanding of the way in which data visualizations
transform users’ audience selection activities.

2

Motivation

One of the challenges in identifying community members to collaborate or share
content with is the fact each person may have dynamic sharing and collaboration
needs. For instance, a person might have just gotten a parking ticket and would
like to discuss with legal experts ways of fighting the ticket; or a person could
want to share a popular news piece she just read with others with like-minded
political opinions. Changing events and needs affect who we want to interact
with or exchange information with. As a result, social media tools need to offer
dynamic mechanisms that let users easily find the people or audience that ondemand can cover their needs.
The data modeling techniques that work for content categorization and information retrieval can be adapted to mine people’s interests and retrieve audiences
relevant to users’ diverse needs. But, while specialized data modeling algorithms
exist that can correctly categorize data, they rarely fully capture the complex
and ever-changing decision-making process for targeting an audience. We therefore opt to integrate data visualizations that incorporate a human-in-the-loop
approach.
1

Hax is the Mayan word for exclusive, referring to the idea that it is the unique characteristics of a person that are important when selecting him or her for a particular
interaction or notification.
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We designed different data visualizations that highlight specific traits, or social signals, of relevant community members in order to aid users in audience
targeting tasks. Our exploration begins with the three social signals listed below. We briefly define the signal and the reasons for considering it. Note that
other signals could have been contemplated, but we decided to begin with these
as previous work has identified that they play an important role in targeting
audiences [7, 28]:
1. Shared interests: This signal captures the personal thematic interests of
each community member. Many researchers and practitioners view collaborations as a process that aggregates personal interests into collective choices
through self-interested bargaining [28]. We believe this bargaining process
can be facilitated by making users aware of the personal interests of others,
and how they relate to the collaboration task they are promoting.
2. Location: This signal holds information about the countries, states, and
cities where community members live. Collaborations supported by computers have traditionally provided users with the luxury of interacting with
others without having to worry about their location [2]. However, location
does play an important role when interacting and organizing events within
the physical world [24] (e.g., a social rally) as others’ spatial-temporal constraints can determine how much a person will engage in the activity [25].
3. Social connectivity: This signal holds information about the type of friends
and social ties community members have. This signal is important because
it can aid members in recognizing prospective newcomers who can help keep
the community alive and active [7]. Additionally, the social connections of
a member can also help in the spread of the community’s messages and visions. Members could thus use this signal to identify the users whose social
connectivity would help them the most in distributing certain content.

3

Background and Related Work

Editors have traditionally made decisions regarding the publishing and distributing of content [10], often relying on the expertise of marketing consultants for
particular subjects or audiences. These consultants provided them with a clear
picture of who their best audience was for a topic [10]. Via the Internet, anyone
can now author, share, and distribute content. But, unlike editors, individual
users typically don’t have a clear image of their audience [3]. By understanding
their audience and adequately targeting it, individuals could better engage their
communities [20].
To overcome this lack of marketing knowledge, people rely on cues to estimate the traits of their online audiences. Unfortunately, only a few cues are
available [3]. For example, a person might remember she friended her co-workers,
and they are thus now in her audience. Without extensive investigation, it might
be unclear exactly what these people care about [15]. In this work we explore
how we can make audience cues more readily available for people. We study the
impact these audience cues can have on a user’s audience selection process.
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Our tool, Hax, helps users of targeted sharing find a suitable audience for
their content. This task is related to expert search in social networks in that
the problem is finding a set of contacts that satisfy certain criteria with regard
to their knowledge, traits, or social status. Perer et al. [22] present SaNDVis, a
tool for visual social network analysis inside of an enterprise that also supports
expertise location. In their usage study, they found that their tool helps users find
authorities on certain topics, and moreover considers their location. Similarly,
ContactMap [29] visualizes contacts along with their attributes and location.
Work by Chen et al. [8] uses strong social links as a requirement for finding
experts on a topic. Systems that support social question asking help users direct
questions at people from their social network that are most likely to know an
answer [6, 9, 18, 20].
In summary, these works show interesting parallels to understanding and
supporting targeted sharing. However, they focus either on user goals or audience
characteristics that are distinctly different from those of targeted sharing.
3.1

Facebook Graph Search

Facebook’s Graph Search 2 offers a natural language interface for searching one’s
social network; queries may consider several social variables. For instance, a
typical query might be: “TV shows liked by people who study computer science.”
A query returns a ranked list of relevant Facebook users with some of their
characteristics included, such as the city where they live, the music they like,
how many friends they have on the site, among others. However, it is unclear
if the design of Graph Search was influenced by the requirements of targeted
sharing. The attributes and interactions modes it supports are limited. The task
specificity and the richer interaction modes of the tool presented in this work
aim to make it more useful and accessible for targeted sharing tasks.
3.2

Facebook Advertisement Targeting Options

Facebook offers advertisers options for ensuring that their ad will reach a targeted relevant audience.3 Advertisers can target audiences based on users’ location, age, zodiacal sign, interest, education, their friends, as well as whether
they have liked their particular product in the past. Facebook’s targeting options assume that the end-user has a clear image of who their desired audience
is. While this design consideration can be effectively true for advertisers who
have previously conducted market studies and identified the demographics of
their clients, it is not necessarily valid for individual community members who
engage in targeted sharing.
Bernstein et al. [3] identified that social media users consistently underestimate the audience size for their posts, guessing that their audience is just 27%
2
3

https://www.facebook.com/about/graphsearch, accessed February 10, 2014
https://www.facebook.com/help/www/131834970288134?rdrhc, accessed February
10, 2014
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Fig. 2. The components of the Hax system.

of its true size. It is therefore likely, that community members also will not have
an exact idea regarding the characteristics and traits of their most relevant audience for a given post. The creation of online tools could be useful in helping
end-users better visualize and understand potential audiences and their different
characteristics.

4

Designing Hax

Hax is a web-based tool that supports targeted sharing on Facebook via a query
that indicates the topic they are interested in posting content about. Hax includes a recommendation engine that accepts and processes such queries to
produce a list of relevant community members based on their likes. For each
returned member, the recommendation engine includes their signals (e.g., their
likes, hometown, or number of friends) and a weighting. The visualization engine
provides three different visual presentations emphasizing different aspects of the
recommendations. Fig. 2 presents an overview of the Hax components.
4.1

Recommendation Engine

The recommendation engine models the interests of community members based
on their profile information. It then identifies those members whose interests
are the most relevant to a user’s search query. We model the general interests of
community members through their Facebook likes. A Facebook like typically has
a name, a label, and a definition. For example, the like “Everyday Feminism” has
the name “Everyday Feminism”, the label “Community Organization”, and the
definition “Everyday Feminism strives to stop the everyday violence, dominance,
and silencing used against women”. We found that the curated labeling used by
Facebook to categorize interests is very general, and does not enable an easy
way to explore the data further. To counter this effect, we use topic models [23]
to model the community’s shared interests.
Given the nature of the data, we used a labeled Latent Dirichlet Allocation
approach (labeled LDA) [23], similar to that proposed by Forbes et al. [12].
The discovered LDA topics correspond to the community’s shared interests,
and labels correspond to Facebook likes, and each document corresponds to
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a like with its definition. Specifically, we use a generative process to discover
the interests shared by the community members. The process first detects the K
number of unique labels associated to the community’s likes. This sets the initial
number of shared interests that will be considered. For each shared interest, a
unique Like and its associated data is drawn with a Dirichlet distribution α. A
multinomial mixture distribution θd over all K shared interests is drawn for each
community member with a Dirichlet prior αφ . Now, using information about the
labels associated with the likes of the user, we restrict the definition of θd to be
defined only to the shared interest associated with the labels present in their likes.
After this step, each community member is represented as a mixture over shared
interests. An end user’s query is also modeled as a mixture over shared interests,
except that, because it does not have any explicit labels, θd is not restricted.
The community members who exhibit a shared interest mixture similar to that
of the query are presented to the user via the interactive visualizations. We use
the L1 norm as our similarity metric. Our experimental experience, as well as
related work in modeling micro blog conversations and users via topic models,
suggest that using topic models to mine a community’s shared interests is a
feasible approach [19].
Given a search query, the recommendation engine first identifies the community’s shared interest most relevant to the query. It then finds the community
members that have Facebook likes most relevant to the query, weighting each of
them based on their number of relevant likes. This list of weighted members and
most relevant shared interests is then used as input for the visualization engine.
4.2

Visualization Engine

The visualization engine displays the list of recommended members with their
weighted social signals. This allows users to consider these signals directly in
her targeted sharing decision process. Hax provides three different interactive
visualizations, each emphasizing different social signals. Following the visualization mantra [26], every visualization lets the user (a) obtain an overview of the
community’s social signals; (b) zoom into particular groups of members; and
(c) obtain details of a desired user’s social signals. This rich interaction is not
possible with a list-based interface. List-based interfaces do not allow the user to
easily obtain overviews and summaries of the data. Given that community users
are often organizing things for the entire community, providing overviews of the
members’ interests can help users remain relevant. Tooltips could potentially be
used for offering these data summaries. However, this is not sufficient as it does
not allow users to zoom in and explore particular aspects of the data.
We provide a short description of each view below. Fig. 3 presents the type
of overviews each interface provides. Fig. 4 shows example screenshots of the
location-based, shared interest, and social spread interfaces.
Shared Interest Interface Initially, the shared interest interface presents an
overview of all of the discovered shared interests of the community (Fig. 3.1).
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Fig. 3. Overviews given by each visualization: (1) shared interest, (2) location-based
interfaces; (3, 4) social spread interface.

Shared interests are displayed as nodes on a grid. Each node has in its center
the keyword most representative of the shared interest. Mousing over a shared
interest displays in light green its most representative keywords, and in dark
green its most representative Facebook labels. This view allows users to quickly
identify the general interests of their community, as well as some of the most
popular specific related interests.
When the user queries the system, a list of relevant members is displayed
along with the community’s shared interest topic most correlated to that query
(Fig. 4, middle). Relevant members are visualized as a list of nodes on the right
hand side of the interface. A large node in the center represents the most relevant
shared interest topic; other shared interests are shown on the left for reference.
Mousing over a member or a shared interest provides more information, e.g. the
likes of a member that correlate to the query, the description of a like, or the
Facebook labels associated with a shared interest.
The shared interest interface thus allows a user to quickly see the members
that are likely to be interested or knowledgeable about a particular shared interest related to the query, and the user can easily investigate the connections
between members, likes, labels, and shared interests.
Location-Based Interface The location-based interface lets users visualize
the geographical locations of the members relevant to their search query. This
information can be important when targeting members for activities that take
place in the physical world, such as meetings, events, or rallies. In addition,
location also provides a sense of cultural context.
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Fig. 4. Screen shots of a zoomed-in version of the different visualizations in Hax (top
to bottom): location-based, shared interest, and social spread interfaces.

The interface shows recommended members on a geographic map, based on
the city or place the member listed in their profile. At a first glance, the interface
allows users to easily identify the geographical regions where the majority of the
members interested in a particular topic reside (Fig. 3.2). Users can also zoom
in on any member, which will show a list of their relevant Likes, their profile
photo, and a more detailed map of the area (Fig. 4, top). Since not every member
lists their location, this interface only includes recommended members who have
shared this information.
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Facebook’s targeting options for brands offers a filtering based on location. It
is assumed that end-users have a good notion of the cities where their targeted
audience live. However, given that users may share diverse and dynamic content
with their group, it can be difficult for them to have a clear picture upfront of
who their most relevant audience members are, or where they live.
We argue that location-based interfaces for targeting of audiences should
allow users to obtain overviews of where their audiences are physically located,
and then enable end-users to further explore the map on multiple levels. This
enables users to consider community members’ different physical affordances [25]
in their decision process. Knowing others’ physical affordances is important as
it can influence their decisions for participating in an event [25].
Social Spread Interface The social spread interface helps users identify the
members with interests related to their query who at the same time have the
most contacts or friends with relevant interests. This interface finds members
that are not just potentially interested in certain content, but rather potentially
interested members whose connections help them distribute or “spread” content
to large audience. These are the people who bring value to the content, not
necessarily by the comments they provide to the content, but rather though the
links to their social contacts.
The social spread interface receives the list of recommended community members from the recommendation engine. For each member, the recommendation
engine includes a list of her Facebook likes relevant to the user’s query and
a list of the member’s Facebook friends who also have relevant Facebook likes.
The visualization first structures the members based on their amount of relevant
social connections. Members are structured in a spiral form (cf. Fig. 3.4). The
outer rings of the spiral present the members who have the most friends with the
most interests related to the user’s query. The center of the spiral contains the
members who have the least friends with relevant interests. When all interested
members exhibit approximately the same number of interested social contacts,
members are arranged in a planar circle from left to right, top to bottom, based
on their amount of relevant Likes (cf. Fig. 33).
Each node in the spiral or circle represents a community member. Each member is presented with their relevant likes, photo, and relevant contacts. Each of
these contacts is displayed with their own relevant likes and photo. Contacts
are grouped and color-coded based on the likes they have in common with the
community member and their relationship with the community itself. The more
likes a community member has in common with a contact, the closer they both
appear in the interface. Contacts with a light blue circle next to them are contacts that have no other connection with the community than their friendship to
that particular member. Dark blue circles denote contacts that have one or more
other friends who are also community members. Purple circles denote contacts
that have friends who are friends with community members.
This view allows users to quickly identify the overall type of social connections
that the community reveals for different topics. They can also zoom in and
inspect particular members and their relevant social contacts. This enables end-
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users to easily adjust their messages (and who they mention) to content that
can have a larger reach and impact. It also allows users to share content with
members whose social contacts could be supportive to their cause.
The spiral structure of the visualization was inspired by the work of Katayoon
et al. [11]. Their research found that complex visualizations of hierarchical data
can become overcrowded and thus makes it difficult to see details about specific
nodes. Their work thus proposed layouts focused on a node of interest that make
use of phyllotactic patterns (spirals) via nested circles that are centered on the
node of interest. This type of layout is designed to provide more space than traditional hierarchic visualizations. Space-saving designs become important given
the overwhelming amount of possible members of an online community and the
large amount of relevant contacts each member can have.

Fig. 5. Hax at a university annual open exhibition which had hundreds of visitors.

5

Usability Inspection of Hax

We conducted a survey study with users who utilized Hax as a tool to find
relevant audiences for different content sharing tasks. We questioned participants about their experiences using Hax. We used qualitative coding to create
a taxonomy of experiences that emerge from using data visualizations to target
audiences. For our study, we worked closely with members of a specific Facebook
group for which we were able to recruit participants.
5.1

Participants

Using the Facebook group browser,4 we first identified groups with large number of members and then asked the group administrators whether their group
would be interested in participating. We contacted the administrators from 10
different groups who we determined, based on information posted on their public
Facebook profile, had a large percentage of members that were local to where
we planned to carry out the study.
4

http://www.facebook.com/search.php?type=groups\&q=\%22keyword\%22,
cessed February 10, 2014

ac-
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One group accepted the invitation: an activist group organizing social initiatives around the world. Its 2,000+ active members are distributed world-wide.
The group covers a wide range of discussions and events, ranging from the philosophy of free software to the coordination of wildlife preservation rallies. We
were granted access to the public Facebook profile of all its members. From this
data, our system automatically discovered the groups’ interests, and produced
the three different data visualizations. 15 of the group members agreed to participate in our evaluation: 2 female, 13 male, 4 long-term group members and
11 newcomers (less than one month in the group.) They ranged in age from 19
to 35. Participants came to our laboratory for the study, and received $10 USD
for their time.
5.2

Procedure

Over the course of an hour session, each participant completed a series of targeted sharing tasks using Hax on a internet-connected laptop that we provided.
We decided that participants would conduct tasks with Hax only, a not in comparison to Facebook’s native interface, as Facebook is not particularly designed
or tailored for the specific usage of finding relevant online audiences. However,
participants were asked to reflect about the benefits and drawbacks of our data
visualizations and traditional list-based interfaces. We used qualitative coding
based on ground theory for our analysis.
In each task, participants were told to identify 10 candidates for targeted
sharing. Each participant was given 15 different tasks that we statistically varied
using a Latin square design. Each task came from 5 different scenarios that
represented a few of the group’s audience targeting needs. Group members not
taking part in the evaluation helped edit the tasks and scenarios to reflect real
needs. The five scenarios were: 1) Find audiences interested in a certain thematic
post; 2) Find audiences to invite to a thematic event, and who are likely to
attend; 3) Find audiences to help distribute a thematic article and get others to
read it; 4) Find audiences who could help spread news about a thematic event
and get others involved; 5) Find audiences who could start a discussion with the
group on a certain topic.
As participants performed the tasks, they were observed by one of the researchers who took notes. After participants completed all tasks, they were asked
to complete a questionnaire about their experience with Hax, strategies they
adopted to complete the tasks, benefits and drawbacks they saw, and a comparison between Hax and list-based interfaces. The questionnaire is available
online.5 Two of the authors coded the responses by reading every questionnaire
response and identifying key concepts about users’ perspectives on using data
visualizations to target audiences. Following grounded theory’s coding criteria,
we decided that a category would cover a general type of experience that emerges
from using data visualizations to target audiences. A total of 4 main categories
were identified by this process.
5

http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/KND5CGF, accessed February 10, 2014
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Results

All participants were able to use Hax to complete all of the tasks assigned to
them. Below we discuss each of the 4 categories that emerged from using data
visualizations to target audiences. For some of the categories we provide quotes
from the questionnaires to help illustrate the core of the category.
Serendipitous Discoveries This experience is about feeling that data visualizations help one make discoveries about one’s targeted audience. All participants
reported that Hax prompted them to discover and learn new things about particular group members, and the group in general, something they felt was not
facilitated with traditional list-based interfaces:“...It was really neat to learn so
easy and fast what everyone is into. I never experienced that with Facebook.”
Many participants mentioned out loud some of the new discoveries they made
with Hax. Additionally, we observed that some started using Hax for their own
personal explorations. Dynamic audience visualizations engage users and facilitate serendipitous discoveries of their social groups. This could help people share
better content because they understand their audience more.
Visualizing Diffusion and Participation This experience is about considering data visualizations to be helpful in finding large pools of people likely to
take action in regard to a message, e.g., comment, or attend an invitation. 70%
of participants found Hax useful for distributing content to audiences who would
be engaged with the content. Participants felt list-based targeting tools did not
provide such perspective. Participants believed the location-based visualization
facilitated finding audiences from big cities who could easily spread messages to
large pools of actionable people, e.g., by making announcements on the streets
about an event people could walk to. Participants also felt that by visualizing
social connections and interests they could distribute content to mass audiences
likely of participating in collaborative action afterwards, such as a discussion.
Additionally, the location-based interface helped participants make a connection
between the virtual event on Facebook and participation in the physical world,
especially selecting an audience who could travel and attend: “The map really
made me think about the actual event, and like really including the person.” It is
interesting to observe how just having a map helped people integrate location in
their audience decision process. Our results hint there is value in designing systems that enable users to visualize and explore others’ spatial affordances. This
signal could provide the perspective needed to make online interactions more
realistic, especially compared to list-based interfaces that provide little spatial
context.
Audience Diversity This experience is about feeling that data visualizations
bring diversity to one’s targeted audience selection process. Participants reported
that the shared interest visualization helped them find relevant candidates who
had different perspectives. Participants also mentioned that the location-based
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interface let them have more diverse selections: “I tried to have diversity in who
I selected. People who like the same things or are from the same town will have
same interests and maybe not that much new to add.”
Audience Verification This experience is about using data visualizations to
verify the recommended audiences. 10% of all participants reported this experience. Participants especially used the shared interest interface to figure out the
meaning of the likes and to analyze whether it made sense to include certain
candidates in their targeted audience: “There were some brands [i.e, likes] that I
didn’t know, but the knowledge interface [i.e., shared interest visualization] helped
me know what they were about.” Participants particularly enjoyed not having to
leave the tool to comprehend the audience that our system recommended.
5.4

Open Deployment of Hax

Additionally, Hax has been installed on a large screen display for several hours
in a well-attended university exhibition to further explore how average users
experience this open-ended way of selecting audience candidates (cf. Fig. 5.)
Even without prior notice or instruction visitors to the exhibition were able to
approach the display and begin interacting with Hax. During the deployment,
approximately 150 visitors approached Hax: around 70 visitors interacted with
Hax while the rest analyzed and studied Hax without interacting. Average interactions times were around 1 min.

6

Outlook and Discussion

Our results show that users can target their audiences through interactive data
visualizations. Our data visualizations prompted users to learn more about their
peers. They also helped people find diverse audiences for their different sharing
tasks, something not facilitated by list based interfaces. This type of system design can help users to have more cultural sensitivity and to foster better social
interactions and collaborations. Hax empowers users to consider not only others’ interests, but also other traits, such as social, cultural, and spatial signals.
This creates a more compelling sharing experience. We believe there is value in
designing systems focused on the visualization of people’s traits. Such systems
could facilitate serendipitous discoveries and encourage diverse interactions. It
is important to think about creating digital opportunities where strangers with
different opinions can find each other and connect. Social media data mixed with
data mining and visualization techniques provide a unique opportunity for giving users diversity. Our results encourage future studies that address audience
understanding as a main visualization goal.
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